ABSTRACT HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) is a critical drug target for HIV treatment, and understanding the exact mechanisms of its function and inhibition would significantly accelerate the development of new anti-HIV drugs. It is well known that structure plays a critical role in protein function, but for RT, structural information has proven to be insufficient-despite enormous effort-to explain the mechanism of inhibition and drug resistance of non-nucleoside RT inhibitors. We hypothesize that the missing link is dynamics, information about the motions of the system. However, many of the techniques that give the best information about dynamics, such as solution nuclear magnetic resonance and molecular dynamics simulations, cannot be easily applied to a protein as large as RT. As an alternative, we combine elastic network modeling with simultaneous hierarchical clustering of structural and dynamic data. We present an extensive survey of the dynamics of RT bound to a variety of ligands and with a number of mutations, revealing a novel mechanism for drug resistance to non-nucleoside RT inhibitors. Hydrophobic core mutations restore active-state motion to multiple functionally significant regions of HIV-1 RT. This model arises out of a combination of structural and dynamic information, rather than exclusively from one or the other.
INTRODUCTION
HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) has long been a major target for anti-HIV therapies. Understanding its function and inhibition is important for designing new inhibitors. Moreover, there is a huge amount of structural information available: there are over 100 crystal structures, including native and mutant proteins with various ligands bound. RT is a multifunctional enzyme that turns single-strand viral RNA into double-stranded DNA, giving it a crucial role in viral infectivity. The structure of RT is a heterodimer with a larger 66 kDa subunit (p66), consisting of a polymerase domain, which in turn contains several subdomains: the fingers, palm, thumb, and connection subdomains, as well as an RNase H domain (Fig. 1) . The smaller 51 kDa subunit (p51) has the same N-terminal sequence as p66 but lacks the RNase H domain. 1 The p66 subunit is thought to contain all of the functionally important features of RT, whereas p51 is thought to provide stability and aid in allosteric communication across the protein. [1] [2] [3] [4] There are three classes of inhibitors to RT: nucleoside/ nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTI/NtRTI), non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs), and RNase H inhibitors (RIs). NRTIs are converted to nucleotide analogs in the body, but lack a 3 0 -OH, which allows them to act as chain terminators. 5 NtRTIs behave in the same fashion as NRTIs but do not require the conversion step in the body. NNRTIs are small molecules that bind to a pocket inside the palm subdomain of p66 and allosterically inhibit all polymerase activity and polymerase-dependent RNase H activity; surprisingly, they accelerate polymerase-dependent RNase H activity. 6-8 They function by preventing the DNAbound protein from forming an active complex with deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate (dNTP) to continue chain elongation. 9 NNRTIs are divided into three generations, with each generation better able to form stable hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions with the drug binding pocket. 10 RIs are the newest class of RT inhibitors, small molecules that bind 50 Å away from the RNase H active site, near the polymerase active site. 11 There are currently 16 RT inhibitors approved for clinical use, including nine NRTIs, two NtRTIs, and six NNRTIs. At this time, there are no clinically approved RIs. 12, 13 There are thought to be three types of NNRTI resistance mutations: entrance, deformation, and hydrophobic core mutations. Entrance mutations (K103N and K101E) are thought to block drug entry into the binding pocket. 14,15 Deformation mutations (L100I and G190S) change the shape of the drug binding pocket, making binding unfavorable. 16, 17 Hydrophobic core mutations (V108I, Y181C, and Y188C) interrupt ring stacking interactions with the drug, conveying resistance, presumably by reducing the binding affinity by eliminating hydrophobic interactions between the NNRTI and the hydrophobic core of the binding pocket. The primary difference between structures with an NNRTI bound to wild type and hydrophobic core mutants is a subtle rotation of b-9 and b-11 with respect to the other bsheet that makes up the drug binding pocket (b-12-13-14). [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The exact mechanism of these allosteric NNRTI-resistance mutations is particularly mysterious.
Exploring the mechanism of RT inhibition and drug resistance has spawned a wealth of crystallographic information. Recently, there have been many attempts to use clustering or other methods to survey this crystallographic data, focusing either on the shape of the NNRTI, the binding pocket residues, or B-factors. 21-23 All of these methods elucidate the structural differences between RT bound to various ligands, but to date there is no method that can correctly predict the functional state of the protein (e.g., inhibited, active, etc.) based solely on the crystal structure. Surveying a large number of crystal structures and determining meaningful information from them, particularly in a quantitative way, remains a major challenge. This arises from the fact that each crystal structure contains an enormous amount of information, but paradoxically, structural data alone is not always sufficient to determine a protein's function. Thus, figuring out precisely which differences between closely related structures are important (and why) remains an unsolved problem. Given the challenges Figure 1 The structure of HIV-1 RT containing the larger subunit (p66) has a polymerase domain consisting of a fingers (blue), palm (red), thumb (green), and connection (orange) subdomain and an RNase H (purple) domain. The smaller subunit (p51) has the same N-terminal sequence as p66 (gray), but lacks the RNase H domain. (b) The NNRTI binding pocket with the NNRTI (cyan, spheres) and drug resistant mutants shown in spheres colored by if they are hydrophobic core mutations (purple) or entry blocker mutations (orange). (c) The change in the position of the thumb subdomain depending on which ligand RT is bound to: unliganded (red; 1DLO), DNA bound (blue; 1N5Y), or NNRTI bound (yellow; 1VRT). 54 inherent in exploring these issues experimentally, computational approaches are extremely attractive. The obvious first choice would be to use all-atom molecular dynamics, because this is the gold standard for biomolecular simulation. Unfortunately, these kinds of calculations are very expensive to perform, and for a system as large as RT would likely require multiple microseconds of sampling to achieve even a semblance of statistical convergence. 24, 25 In the present context, where we wish to tease out subtle differences between a large number of similar structures, these statistical errors would almost certainly swamp out the desired signal. As a result, we instead turn to more approximate (and thus less expensive) modeling techniques.
Elastic network modeling, particularly using the anisotropic network model (ANM), is a powerful tool for quickly probing the local protein energy landscape and extracting the coherent motions available to the system. 26, 27 This model works particularly well on systems that are too large to be characterized by all-atom molecular dynamics, allowing the investigation of the mechanistic properties of the protein, the location of active sites, and allosteric causes of drug resistance. ANMs have been applied to proteins such as HIV-1 protease, as well as complex and large systems such as the entire microtubule complex. 28-31 Furthermore, we previously showed that the motions predicted by ANMs compare well with long molecular dynamics trajectories, despite the simplifying assumptions built into the methodology. 25,32 By surveying both the structure and the dynamics of a set of proteins, we are able to elucidate functionally important structural changes.
Here, we report that NNRTI binding shifts both the structure and dynamics of RT, and that hydrophobic core mutations restore the motions of the active sites and dNTP binding site to those of the uninhibited structure. Apparently similar protein structures can have very different dynamic fingerprints, so clustering by both structure and dynamics is uniquely valuable for understanding protein function.
METHODS X-ray structure selection and analysis
Crystallographic data were obtained from the Protein Data Bank. 33 All unliganded, DNA, RNA, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) bound X-ray structures were initially selected, along with all X-ray structures of HIV-1 RT bound to the first generation NNRTI Nevirapine, the second generation NNRTI Efavirenz, and the third generation NNRTIs etravirine, rilpivirine, and lersivirine. We aligned the sequences and structures of these molecules, and identified regions that were absent in some structures. We the excluded those X-ray structures with significant regions of unresolved structure because our analysis require that the various structural models contain an identical number of atoms. We then removed extraneous regions from the remaining structures leaving a consensus sequence to analyze. Supporting Information Table S1 shows the sequences of all structures used in this study, where "-" represents missing sequence. However, regions of removed sequence were taken into account by using vibrational subset analysis (VSA) 34 (see the following section for additional details).
Of the original 54 X-ray structures considered, two (3HVT and 1LWC) were excluded due to excessive missing sequence coverage. The remaining 52 structures were aligned and residues were removed until all 52 structures had the same set of missing sequence (Supporting Information Table S1 ). The side chains of the remaining residues were removed, and all calculations were performed using the Ca atoms. ANM was then performed on all 52 structures using VSA to model in all removed sequences, and the resulting eigenvalues and eigenvectors were saved. This resulted in a final data set containing two strains of HIV-RT, spanning multiple crystallographic space groups (Supporting Information Table S2 ). 26,34
Anisotropic network modeling
An ANM represents the protein as a network of beads connected by springs, typically each bead representing the position of a Ca. The potential energy between the ith and jth Ca in the network is given by Hooke's law:
where
is the distance between atoms i and j in the reference structure, and C ij is the spring constant. 25,26 The reference structure is by definition the minimum energy structure, because v ij 0, and is only 0 at d 5 d o . The spring constant is defined as C ij 5 1 within a cutoff distance of 15 Å and 0 beyond it. Using this connection rule, a Hessian matrix of the potential is constructed. This yields a 3N 3 3N matrix, where N is the number of nodes in the network. When diagonalized, this matrix returns eigenvalues (k i ) and eigenvectors ðm i Þ corresponding to the vibrational modes of the protein. The eigenvectors are the directions of motion, with each associated eigenvalue corresponding to the frequency of that motion. Because the protein is modeled as a harmonic system, this frequency is inversely proportional to the amplitude of motion, meaning that the largest scale motions will be those with the lowest frequencies. The six lowest frequency modes, corresponding to rigid body translation and rotation, are ignored for all subsequent analysis.
Not all structures have the same atoms resolved, but the results of the eigendecompositions can only be readily compared when the matrix dimensions are identical. To avoid excluding available information, we applied a recently developed variation of ANMs, VSA to account for the extra residues. VSA partitions the Hessian matrix into an environment and a subsystem. 34 Here, the subsystem is our consensus residues, which are diagonalized as in ANM. The environment is comprised of the extra residues, which get diagonalized separately. The fluctuations of the environment are integrated out, leaving only the environment's effect on the subsystem. This allows us to analyze the vibrational modes of a subset of amino acids in p66, and model in the parts of the sequence that are not common to all structures.
Covariance complement
We compared the ANM profiles of various p66 conformations to each other using a modified version of the covariance overlap, called the covariance complement. 25,35
where k A i andm A i are the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of structure A, and k B i andm B i are the jth eigenvalue and eigenvector of structure B. The covariance complement is 0 when the two ANM eigeinsets are the same, and 1 when they are completely orthogonal. In contrast to other methods for comparing results of ANMs, such as the subset overlap, the covariance overlap and covariance complement directly take the eigenvalue spectrum-the relative importance of specific mode-into account.
Clustering
Agglomerative hierarchical clustering using average linkage was used to classify X-ray structures by the ratio of their root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) to covariance complement. 36 This takes advantage of the fact that structures with like functions to the reference structure show a linear relationship between RMSD and covariance complement with the line having a y-intercept of 0 (Fig. 2) . Three clusters were formed corresponding to an active, preactive, and inactive states.
Covariance matrices
To probe differences in motion within and between clusters of proteins, we computed the inter-residue covariance matrix for the first 50 modes of all proteins 37 :
where CM i,j is the covariance between the ith and jth residue, U l,i and k l are the eigenvectors and eigenvalue of the lth mode. This matrix tracks the degree to which the motions of various portions of the protein are related; a value of 1 indicates that the two residues move as a rigid body, 0 means they are independent, and 21 indicates anticorrelated movement. Because we surveyed 52 proteins in total, we need to further condense the data for interpretation. Accordingly, we calculated the matrix of standard deviations of all CMs in a cluster (or between clusters); this reveals regions of the protein where motion differs either within that cluster, or between cluster, and Structures that show a linear relationship between RMSD and covariance complement tend to show similar functional abilities, whereas proteins that form off diagonal clusters tend to have different functional abilities. This is true even for very different structures (DNA bound and unliganded). 54, 55 gives a value of 0 where the inter-residue motion is unchanged. We then applied a Fisher transformation to the covariance matrix:
to account for the fact that covariances are not normally distributed. 38 Because the Fisher transform is unbounded, we assigned covariance matrix values greater 60.99 a z-score of 62.5. We then performed a Welches t test on every element of the resulting matrix of z-scores, and compared the resulting patterns for variations within and between clusters. 39
Computational analysis ANM and covariance complement calculations were performed using the LOOS software package. 40 All clustering was performed using Cluster 3.0. 36 Computations were performed on the University of Rochester research linux cluster.
RESULTS

Structural comparisons
The covariance complement [Eq. (2) ] quantifies the similarity between the motions predicted for two structures, whereas RMSD quantifies their structural similarity. The covariance complement and RMSD were calculated between each X-ray structure in the set. Given that in an elastic network model (ENM), the dynamics are uniquely determined by the structure, it is not surprising that the two quantities show significant correlation. In Figure 2 , we plotted correlation coefficient versus RMSD for unliganded [1DLO, Fig. 2 (a) ] and DNA bound [1N6Q, Fig. 2(b) ] RT. Structures capable of the same function tend to show a linear relationship between covariance complement and RMSD, whereas structures that are not capable of the same function are found off the line. Surprisingly, this rule holds even when the structures differ significantly. For example, the RMSD between 1DLO and 1RTJ (both unliganded RT structures) is 5.00 Å , but when all of the unliganded structures are plotted, they can be fit linearly with R 2 5 .9934 [ Fig. 2(a) , black line]. All wild-type RT structures bound to NNRTIs deviate significantly from a linear relationship; this holds true regardless whether an unliganded structure or a DNA-bound RT structure is used as reference. All structures with a function similar to the reference structure fall on a line with a y-intercept of 0.
Clustering
Because linear variation of RMSD with covariance complement is a signature of functional commonality, we focus on the ratio of the two quantities. Specifically, we computed the ratio of RMSD to covariance complement for all pairs of structures, and performed agglomerative hierarchical clustering on the resulting matrix. The procedure produced three main clusters of structures, which we label "active," "inactive," and "preactive." The clustering is shown in Figure 3 and Table I lists all 52 RT structures and which cluster they fall into. The active cluster contains all RT structures bound to DNA except for 3V81, which is bound to both DNA and an NNRTI. The inactive cluster contains all structures where there is an NNRTI bound to an RT it can inhibit. In addition, this cluster contains all of the structures of proteins with entry blocker drug resistance mutations bound to either first or second generation NNRTIs. The preactive cluster contains all unliganded RT structures and hydrophobic Figure 3 Agglomerative hierarchical clustering was used on the ratio of covariance complement to RMSD, forming an active, preactive, and inactive cluster. The resulting clusters are colored by their ligand: NNRTIbound drug inhibited mutants (black), first/second Generation NNRTIbound hydrophobic core mutants (purple), first/second Generation NNRTI-bound entry blocker mutants (orange), DNA (light blue), RNA (dark blue), and unliganded (red). The sole structure bound to both DNA and NNRTIs is striped black and light blue. core mutants bound to either first or second generation NNRTIs, as well as RNA-bound RT, and first generation NNRTI-bound RT with the K103N mutation, a particularly potent entry blocker mutation. 12,41
Intercluster structural differences
We first compared the structural variations between the structures in the three clusters, to see if there is a simple explanation for their classification. The structures in the active cluster are very similar, with an RMSD of 1.68 Å between the two least similar structures. The inactive cluster is also fairly self-similar, with a maximum RMSD of 3.20 Å . By contrast, the preactive cluster is far more diverse with a maximum RMSD of 5.63 Å . The variations within each cluster are not evenly distributed throughout the structure; rather, the change primarily comes in the positioning of the thumb subdomain. The preactive cluster in particular shows the thumb subdomain in two major conformations [ Fig. 1(c) ], an unliganded position and a NNRTI-bound position; if one breaks the preactive cluster into subclusters based on thumb position the maximum RMSD drops to 1.55 Å for the NNRTI-bound thumb position and 2.08 Å for the Unliganded thumb position.
A common feature of all preactive structures is a rotation of the b-sheet consisting of strand 12, 13, and 14 (b-12-13-14) relative to the inactive cluster's structures [ Fig. 4(c) ]. This rotation is subtle in the drug resistance mutants, but this sheet is the platform upon which the thumb subdomain rests, and the subtle rotation leads to a marked change in the positioning of the thumb subdomain, shifting it away from the connection subdomain in the NNRTI-bound drug resistant mutants [ Fig. 4(b) ]. This rigid-body motion of the thumb subdomain significantly changes interdomain contacts, resulting in heterogeneity in the predicted dynamics. Figure 4(a) shows all residues that form 5 or more additional contacts in structures in the inactive cluster versus the preactive structures. Unsurprisingly, most of these residues fall along the interface between the thumb and connection subdomains of p66. Moreover, all of these residues are part of an experimentally determined network of allosteric tightening. 4 This shows how a subtle change in the positioning of a single subdomain can have radical effects on the predicted dynamics.
Inter-residue correlations
Having established the main structural change accounting for the difference in dynamics and function between the clusters, we next sought to identify specific residues whose dynamics change between functional states. To do so, we looked at the motions predicted for each residue, in the form of the inter-residue covariance map (see Methods section); in short, these maps describe the degree to which two residues' motions are related to each other. These maps were computed for each structure, and were used to compare the variation within a cluster to the variation between clusters. As discussed in the Methods, we identified the specific residues (or sets of residues) whose behavior differs significantly between clusters. This method allows us to identify regions where the overall nature of the motion changes, for instance from correlated motion (blue on the graph, indicating rigid body motion) to uncorrelated (white) or anticorrelated (red, where the regions move in opposing directions).
In the preactive cluster, the fingers and palm subdomain movements are correlated with those of the thumb subdomain and RNase H domain. By contrast, in the inactive cluster the fingers and palm subdomain moves as a rigid unit, and the thumb subdomain motions are correlated with the connection subdomain and the RNase H domain (Fig. 5) .
The covariance maps for the preactive and active clusters are largely similar. In the active cluster, the thumb subdomain is weakly correlated with the connection subdomain and RNase H domain, but otherwise shows a similar inter-residue correlation. Inhibition radically changes the predicted dynamics compared to both the active and preactive clusters: compared to active cluster, the inactive polymerase domain moves in a rigidly correlated manner (Supporting Information Fig. S1 ).
The hydrophobic core mutants in the preactive cluster and the structures in the inactive clusters are structurally Figure 4 The structure of RT colored by the difference in contacts in the connectivity matrix (C ij ) between the preactive to the inactive cluster. (b) shows the shift in the thumbs position between two structures in the NNRTI-bound preactive cluster (red) and two structures from the NNRTI inactive cluster (yellow). The thumb subdomain rotates away from the connection subdomain. (c) shows the subtle rotation in b-12-13-14 which forms half of the drug binding pocket. 20,56-58 similar, with average pairwise RMSDs of 1.49 Å . To probe the differences in dynamics between the hydrophobic core mutants in the preactive and inactive clusters, the unliganded structures were removed from the preactive cluster and the clusters were compared again. It is clear that the NNRTI binding site moves differently in the new subclusters, accompanied by significant differences in the internal motion of the thumb and connection subdomain and the RNase H domain, restoring the hydrophobic core mutant structures to active-like internal motions. Additionally, in the hydrophobic core mutant structures, the thumb subdomain moves in a more correlated fashion with respect to the RNase H domain, again like the active cluster (Supporting Information Fig. S2 ).
DISCUSSION
To understand the function of RT, including how inhibition and drug resistance works, it is first necessary to understand both the native structure and the native dynamics. It has long been accepted that flexibility plays a crucial role in the proper function of RNA polymerases, 42,43 and there have been many attempts to explain the inhibition of HIV-1 RT by NNRTIs through changes in its molecular motions. 3,44-46 Our results suggest that simple flexibility is not the sole determinant for protein function; rather, it is the subtle interplay of structure and specific motions that control function. This is shown by the marked structural similarity of dynamics in the fingers and palm subdomains of the hydrophobic core mutants and the unliganded structures. It is also seen in the similarities between the dynamics of the thumb and RNase H domain of the hydrophobic core mutants and the active cluster. This change in predicted dynamics is caused by a structural change in the drug binding site. The loss of the hydrophobic interaction between the NNRTI and Y188 causes T229 to reorient, triggering a subtle rotation in b-12-13-14. 20 This b-sheet is the platform upon which the thumb rests, so even a small rotation leads to a much larger displacement of the thumb away from the connection subdomain (Fig. 4) . This motion breaks several contacts in the model, which reflects the breaking of several van der Waals contacts in the structure. The ability of such a simple model of motion to correctly predict the functional state from the structure suggests that the change in the predicted dynamics plays a vital role in the ability of the hydrophobic core mutants to offer resistances against first and second generation NNRTIs. The hydrophobic core mutants were crystallized under inhibiting concentrations of NNRTI, suggesting that the shift in dynamics alone in not enough to convey full drug resistance. 16, 20, 47, 48 The answer can be found in the dynamics of the p51 subunit. These results break cleanly into three groups with the unliganded, active-cluster structures, and the NNRTI bound structures and the 1RTJ unliganded structure forming their own clusters (Supporting Information  Fig. S3 ). The p51 subunit is required for RT activity, and is necessary to propagate NNRTI-induced structural rigidification. 49 This suggests that p51 has a dynamic role (in addition to its structural role) in activity and NNRTI binding disrupts this process. The structural change from the inactive to the active p51 subunit is very small (1.2 Å ), suggesting that when an NNRTI comes off, the conformational change to the active p51 conformation can occur rapidly. This could also explain why a single non-NNRTI resistant mutant clustered with the preactive cluster. This structure contains a trio of nucleoside RT inhibitor mutants that have been shown to increase the resistance of certain combinations of NNRTI-resistant mutations. 50 This further suggests that a reduction in drug binding efficiency is required alongside the change in dynamics.
Our work reveals two groups of drug-resistant mutations by their effect on the dynamics of HIV-1 RT. These groups of mutations compare well with current theory of drug resistance. 12 The first group (V108I, Y181C, and Y188C) all feature mutations located deep within the hydrophobic core of the NNRTI-binding pocket, and are thought to cause drug resistance via a loss of an Figure 5 We calculated a matrix of significant differences between the interresidue correlations of the inactive and preactive cluster according to the Welch's t test. Residue pairs showing a significant difference between the preactive and inactive cluster are colored. This difference can be more correlated (red) or more anticorrelated (blue) fashion. The residues showing a strong difference in their inter-residue correlation tend to be regions of the protein which begin moving differently with regards to the rest of the structure. The number of residues changing their motion with respect to a single residue mapped onto the structure of p66. The structure is colored by whether residues become more correlated moving from the inactive to the preactive cluster (yellow, orange, and red) or more anticorrelated (blue, cyan, and purple). 39 interaction with aromatic rings. 1,19,20,51,52 Our model predicts these mutations perturb the internal motions of the thumb subdomain and the RNase H domain of HIV-1 RT, restoring active state movement, without significantly affecting the structure. Also in this group is one of the most potent of the drug resistance mutations, K103N bound to the first generation NNRTI Nevriapine. However, all efavirenz-bound structures fall within the inactive cluster along with a wild-type structure bound to efavirenz. The fact that K103N falls within multiple clusters means that it cannot be conclusively stated whether it has an allosteric mechanism for resistance.
On the other hand, K101E and L100I have essentially no effect on the structure of inhibited HIV-1 RT compared to wild type. These mutations, along with K103N, are thought to make NNRTI binding unfavorable by either changing the shape of the binding pocket or blocking the inhibitor's entrance into the binding pocket. [14] [15] [16] The present work appears to validate this idea, showing that the protein assumes an inhibited structure and dynamics upon binding of inhibitor.
Recently, a mechanism for NNRTI inhibition was proposed based on crystallographic data of HIV-1 RT bound to both the first general inhibitor Nevriapine and DNA. 9 This model states that binding Nevriapine displaces the primer grip of HIV-1 RT and, when combined with the hyperextended thumb conformation, moves the DNA away from the polymerase active site. At the same time, inhibitor binding distorts the dNTP binding site and shifts the relative position of the RNAse H and polymerase active sites. As a result, the post-translation complex of the DNA-bound protein is bound to a catalytically inactive state. 9 This DNA-NNRTI complex shows dynamics nearly indistinguishable from that of other inhibited structures, strongly suggesting a dynamic component to the mispositioning of the DNA in the polymerase active sight.
The structural changes caused by the Y188C, Y181C, and V108I mutations correspond to a previously discovered allosteric network. 4 This network appears via both dynamic and structural analysis, suggesting that the allosteric coupling of this network is encoded in the threedimensional structure of the protein, and furthermore that perturbing other regions of this network causes global changes in the structure of the protein. This can be seen in the case of the RIs, which bind in the network but are distant from the NNRTI binding site, and shift the structure of nevirapine-bound K103N protein from the preactive cluster to the inactive cluster ( Fig. 3 ; Table I ).
There have been many previous investigations using various types of molecular modeling to study HIV-1 RT. Previous studies using elastic network modeling showed that NNRTI binding changed RT's global motions. 3, 45, 53 This work suggested that the change in the relative motion of the fingers and thumb subdomain in the first mode caused inhibition. It also suggests that changes in the overall topology of a protein have marked affects on its activity and ability to bind ligands. Here, we consider both structure and dynamics must be considered: a survey of many different structures of both wild type and drug resistant mutants suggests that it is both the change in thumb domain motion and the relative thumb position that causes inhibition, rather than the change in motion alone. On the other hand, in ENM calculations there is no input other than the structure-geometry is destiny-so cannot consider dynamics without structure.
CONCLUSIONS
The present work surveys the wealth of structural information available for RT, combining direct structural analysis with modeling of the complex's dynamics, using a simple harmonic model. This reveals a wealth of previously hidden details about allosteric interactions due to ligand and mutations. We propose a new model of NNRTI drug resistance whereby mutations to the hydrophobic core of the drug binding pocket cause dynamic changes across the protein, restoring proper thumb and RNase H domain motions, and alter the motion of the polymerase domain to a more unliganded-like motion. This reveals ANM as a powerful bioinformatics tool for quickly probing the dynamics of known protein structures, allowing us to find novel allosteric interactions to compliment and inform experiments.
